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EDITORIAL

WELCOME TO THE NEW EDITION
OF REPAINT REPORTER,
YOUR PPG REFINISH EMEA MAGAZINE

Juan Navarro
Business Solutions
and Branding Director

Patricia Phountoucos
Marketing Communications
and Branding Manager

Welcome to Repaint Reporter, your
magazine dedicated to bringing you up to
speed with all the latest exciting developments and partnerships within PPG Refinish and the EMEA (Europe, Middle East
and Africa) region.
We are extremely proud of our position
as a leader within the global coatings industry and on the strength of this achievement we engage in another year of using
all our expertise to continue delivering excellence.

Repaint Reporter is in line with this vision as it offers the perfect platform for us
to share in the success of our customers
and partners. We wish you good reading
as we continue to showcase interesting
PPG projects and unveil innovative initiatives around EMEA.

Following the successful launch of Repaint Reporter in 2016, we are delighted
to share our second edition with you.
Among the many features in this bumper
issue you can learn about PPG’s new alliances with major work providers and manufacturers including the likes of Maserati. With a special focus on bodyshops, we
explore how to solve challenges through
innovation and how to build happier and
more profitable bodyshops with the help of
PPG’s MVP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS®.
We also invite you to discover our insight
into the newest trends in automotive colours and we will surely pique your interest
with the facts on our new groundbreaking
clearcoat technology.
Enjoy the reading.

We would like to thank our colleagues, partners and customers
whose collaboration has allowed us to bring you even more
exciting news and useful information about PPG Refinish.
If you have any questions about any of the featured articles, or if
you would like to suggest a story for the next Repaint Reporter
please do get in touch by emailing phountoucos@ppg.com.

Make it happen. With PPG

The best brand deserves
the best look.

Find your same premium quality and reliable Envirobase®
High Performance paint system in its new packaging.
As waterborne technology leaders in the Industry, the
branding of Envirobase High Performance paint system is
being updated.
The strength of the characteristic PPG blue logo is now
associated with a refreshed Envirobase High Performance
paint system logo and a new colourful design.

The structured and dynamic graphic emphasizes
innovation, colour and technology, pillars of the brand.
It uses molecular-shaped elements, reminding that PPG
is the global leader in coating and amongst the most
renown and appreciated chemistry company.

The PPG Logo and Envirobase are registered trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.
© 2017 PPG Industries, all rights reserved.

PEARLY WHITES TO SAPPHIRE BLUES

PEARLY WHITES
TO SAPPHIRE
BLUES
We reveal last year’s most popular automotive colours, forecast the in-vogue
hues for 2017-2018 and preview PPG’s new
colour collection for 2020 models.

LATEST COLOUR TRENDS
PPG’s annual automotive colour popularity data showed that
consumers continued to prefer white and neutral shades as
more than 75% of 2016 vehicles built globally were white,
black, grey or silver. Homing in on what colours were most
popular in Europe, white was still the top choice accounting
for 33% of new cars. Grey (18%) overtook black (16%) and
silver (10%) as the second most popular automotive colour.

was preferred for sports cars. Metallic colours were popular with American and European men, while women from
those markets preferred pearlescent effects on their cars.

“These differences underscore the importance of working
with our automotive customers to develop distinctive colours and effects that will appeal to a brand’s targeted buyer
in a specific market,” said Jane Harrington, PPG colour stylLooking at colour choices by market and vehicle type ing manager for automotive original equipment manufacshowed more variety. For example, in North America, sil- turer (OEM) coatings.
ver was the leading colour for compact vehicles, while black
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PEARLY WHITES TO SAPPHIRE BLUES

FORECAST FOR
2017-2018 MODELS

THE “KULTURE”
COLLECTION

PPG predicts that more blue cars will
be driving away from showrooms in
2017-18: “In our 2016 colour popularity
data, blue increased by 3% on luxury,
midsize and compact cars. Also, blue
was very noticeable the last three
years at the International Auto Show in
Detroit,” said Harrington.

PPG colour experts have released the
“Kulture” automotive colour collection
for 2020 models. Inspired by nature,
interior and industrial design, fashion,
society, international auto shows and
new pigment technology, PPG’s “Kulture” collection includes 70 new colours
across four colour-story trend palettes.

Concept vehicles and new model reveals have included the Porsche 911
Targa in Saphirblau in 2014, and the
Ford GT Super Car, Mustang, Fusion
and Focus in a striking layered blue in
2015. And at the 2016 show, the beautiful Buick Avista concept vehicle captured the EyesOn Design award in an
amazing deep sapphire blue.

Hour Glass evokes nostalgia for classic design but is refocused for the contemporary world. With colours such
as royal blues, olive greens, refined
browns and traditional reds.

“Blue is a very versatile colour for the
automotive market, because subtle
shifts in hue, chroma and flake appearance of a blue coating can do a lot to
enhance a vehicle’s style or distinguish
a brand,” added Harrington.

IMpower represents a response to new
ways of thinking, as well as new codes
for design. It is a balance of extremely
chromatic colours and complex subdued tones.

ES/Sense reflects the idea that “less is
more,” with subtle pastel and ceramic
hues in varying degrees of saturation.

HYPER HD is a colourful and
impactful theme that welcomes
self-expression, performance
and modern technology.

IM PERFECT is a global trend
named as a play on words.
Celebrating the perfection of
imperfections and authenticity
in individuals living their
best lives and focusing on
their uniqueness with an
emphasis on wellness.

Biocentric unifies the pursuit of an
organic lifestyle. It offers a palette of
nature-inspired hues with deep galactic tones.

KNIGHT’S WATCH is a stronghold theme providing sturdy reassurance for safety and security
through traditional colours representing refuge and confidence.

LUCID DREAMS reflects calmness,
sensitivity and privacy, portraying
a refuge from technology overload
with fluid, graceful design.
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SEMA SHOW SUCCESS-COLOUR IMAGINATION

SEMA SHOW SUCCESSCOLOUR IMAGINATION
At the last world famous SEMA Show
in Las Vegas, PPG painted the following car mode ls taking colour to
new heights and claiming an array of
awards.

GM Design Award for Classic Car of the
Year: 1967 Chevelle
Appropriately named the “Onyx,” this
stunning Chevelle features a classic
radiant black paint job achieved using
Deltron Basecoat, Black toner + GlamBattle of the Builders Award Winner: our Clearcoat and other PPG refinish
1969 Camaro
products.
The secret to this car’s gleaming finish
is DELTRON® Basecoat, and custom PPG-Goodguys Gold Award: 1969
mixes, along with other ENVIROBASE® Camaro
High Performance products by PPG.
The owners named this car “inferno” to
complement its fiery finish achieved usMothers Shine Award: 1939 Oldsmobile ing PPG Envirobase High Performance
Elite painters gave this car its distinc- waterborne basecoat, + Glamour Cleartive “Kona Brown” finish – a custom coat, original equipment manufacturer
color of their own making – using PPG (OEM) formulas McLaren Volcano YelEnvirobase High Performance water- low and Ferrari Argento Nurburgring
borne basecoat and + Glamour Clear- Metallic.
coat, along with a special custom mix
of tints and toners.
GM Design Award for Best Crate Engine Build: 1971 Camaro
A vibrant signature colour lived up to

SEMA was once
again great
success for PPG

the name chosen for this vehicle. The
“Enigma” mystified judges with its intense “Superduper Blue” finish, an intense custom finish created using Deltron Basecoat, Collection and a special
Clear by PPG.
GM Design Award for Best Truck: 1968
Chevy Truck
With its dark mocha metallic finish, this
pickup looked like a sure winner. The
judges agreed and presented the Chevy
with the coveted GM Design Award for
Best Truck. The painter gave the truck
its rich and smooth finish with Deltron
Basecoat and Global Refinish System
D8115 Matte Clearcoat by PPG.
Ford Outstanding Achievement in Design and Mothers Choi Excellence in
Automotive Design: 2016 Fiesta
The painter used Deltron Basecoat,
Ford OEM code 8321 Pure White Base-

SEMA SHOW SUCCESS-COLOUR IMAGINATION

The SEMA Show is the premier automotive specialty products trade event
in the world, drawing the industry’s
brightest minds and hottest products
to one place, the Las Vegas Convention
“SEMA was once again great success Center in the US. This year’s event will
be held on 31 October – 3 November.
for PPG”
coat and a combination of Global Refinish System D8115 Matte and D8117
Semi-Gloss Clearcoats by PPG to give
this Fiesta its remarkable finish.

“We provide great products, and our
customers—these talented builders
and painters—do the rest by letting
their imaginations go wild. They’re creative, they understand color and they’re
inspired to outdo the competition. That’s
how they win awards.”

RANDY BORCHERDING AND HIS CREW
AT PAINTHOUSE, JUST OUTSIDE
HOUSTON, TOOK ROB ROBERTS’ 1971
CAMARO “ENIGMA” AND HELPED IT
WIN THE GM DESIGN AWARD FOR
BEST CRATE ENGINE BUILD
GM Design Award for Best Crate
Engine Build: 1971 Camaro
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TRADING FOUR WHEELS FOR TWO

TRADING FOUR
WHEELS FOR TWO
PPG Hellas forms cycling team to encourage employees
and customers to get into sport

With its rolling mountains, lush vegetation, traditional whitewashed villages, ancient architecture
and stunning cliff-side views, it is no surprise that
Greece is among the most popular cycling destinations in Europe.

The growing PPG Hellas Cycling Team, consisting
of 10 local PPG Refinish employees as well as a
number of local customers, always welcomes new
members so if you’re interested in joining them
please get in touch with Marialena Michopoulou at
michopoulou@ppg.com.

Our locally based team has formed the PPG Hellas
Cycling Team to urge its staff and customers to get PPG HELLAS: OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF WORLD
involved in this spectacular sport.
CHAMPIONSHIP CYCLIST
The cycling team gets together every Saturday and
can be seen touring the picturesque Greek landscape in their blue and white PPG branded cycling
outfits. PPG Hellas has also sent these cycling outfits to customers who they know enjoy cycling, but
do not live close enough to ride with the team every
weekend.

“Our main reason for creating the
cycling team was to build closer
relationships among our employees and
to give an incentive for them to do sport.
It has been great for team building and
we are also delighted to have some
customers riding with us too,”
NIKOS GEORGIOU,
Managing Director of PPG Hellas

Our Greek division is also the proud sponsor of
Greek cycling athlete, Loukas Katapodis, who came
third in the endurance road race at the 2016 Gran
Fondo World Championship in Perth, Australia.
Nikos Georgiou adds: “PPG Hellas supports sport
and we want to help athletes during these difficult
economic times when every day less and less money is being invested into sport in our country.
“We would like to congratulate Loukas on his bronze medal in 2016 and look forward to sharing in his
success in 2017 as his official sponsor.”

TRADING FOUR WHEELS FOR TWO

THE CYCLING TEAM CAN
BE SEEN TOURING THE
PICTURESQUE GREEK
LANDSCAPE IN THEIR BLUE
AND WHITE PPG BRANDED
CYCLING OUTFITS
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PPG & MASERATI

PPG &
MASERATI
From original manufacture and the
creation of limited edition models to
refinish, PPG coatings and colour expertise are now present at every stage
of a Maserati’s lifecycle.
Maserati is headquartered in Modena
(northern Italy), an area famed for its
automotive industry, as it is where the
factories of fellow famous sports car
makers Ferrari, De Tomaso, Pagani
and Lamborghini are also located. One
of Ferrari’s cars, the 360 Modena, was
named after the town itself. A 290 km
journey from Maserati’s Modena HQ
will take you to the two manufacturing
plants in Turin, Mirafiori and Grugliasco, where its trident-badged sports cars
are built.

EXCLUSIVE PAINT SUPPLIER
The partnership between PPG and Maserati was born a few years ago when
FCA (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) decided to re-launch its premium Italian
brand all over the world. The global
re-launch of Maserati was a success,
seeing sales double from 15.000 cars in
2013 to 30.000 cars in 2014/15.
Maserati needed a premium paint partner to support this growth. They chose
PPG because we are the only automotive coatings manufacturer able to guarantee 360o support. From design to
production line to refinish, PPG is the
exclusive paint supplier for Maserati
sports cars.

PPG & MASERATI

Our PPG OEM business is involved in the
initial stages, helping Maserati designers to formulate standout colours and
finishes for their latest models. Our Refinish colour experts also support Maserati Centro Stile with the creation of
custom colours for limited edition cars
and our technical team have developed
a colour manual dedicated to these bespoke finishes.

who we support with training and technical advice on the products and processes required to refinish Maserati vehicles to OEM standard.

This collaboration and our ability to
provide complete lifecycle support has
made PPG the perfect partner for this
premium brand. It is also why we have
been selected as the exclusive paint
supplier for further premium brands inOn the factory floor, PPG Refinish Italy cluding Ferrari and Lamborghini.
has installed mixing schemes and provides on site training and consultancy to “To be a partner of a premium brand
ensure the optimum coating processes like Maserati demands a premium
are consistently achieved at the two Ma- brand approach. To be strong in the
serati plants.
automotive market, it is important to
have a strong team. PPG Refinish Italy
Our involvement in the original colour is a great example of how to work in a
design and application means we are team and Maserati appreciated this
able to offer compatible refinish pro- approach,” says Raffaele Nicotera, Products and colour matching tools as soon gram and Business Development Maas new Maserati vehicles go to market. nager Italy.
PREMIUM PARTNERS
We have business development teams
located in Italy and around the world
committed to strengthening the partnership between PPG and Maserati.
These teams have built an extensive
network of distributors and bodyshops

PP G,
THE PERFEC T
PA R TNER FOR
THI S PREMIUM
BR A ND
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PPG OPENS NEW TRAINING CENTRE IN THE NORDICS

PPG OPENS NEW
TRAINING CENTRE
IN THE NORDICS
Automotive Refinish professionals from
all over Sweden, Denmark, Norway and
Finland, Estonia and Iceland are now
benefitting from the support of PPG’s
new Nordic Training Centre, which opened in Copenhagen, Denmark last year.
The new facility opened its doors on the
30th September 2016 when local customers, partners and media guests were
invited to join the PPG Scandinavian
Refinish team for a grand launch event
which included a tour of the sites fully
equipped interactive classrooms.

PPG’s Nordic Training Centre gives customers and prospective customers in
the region the opportunity to test and
review PPG solutions in a local and easily accessible location. The centre also
hosts a range of theoretical and practical training courses covering the latest
coating innovations, cutting-edge application techniques and strategies to improve business performance. Upcoming
courses include those related to SMART
repair, new product launches, and how
to implement LEAN principles in the
workshop.

“The facility plays
an important
role in improving
the partnership
between PPG and
our customers.”
TORBEN BECK
Market Manager for Automotive Refinish in Scandinavia

PPG OPENS NEW TRAINING CENTRE IN THE NORDICS

“The new facility plays an important role
in improving the partnership between
PPG and our customers. We see it as a
critical step in driving the strategic shift
from paint supplier to collaborative business partner” said Torben Beck, Market Manager for Automotive Refinish, Scandinavia. “Our Nordic Training
Centre will drive increased customer
intimacy and help drive continued growth in the Nordic region”
The Copenhagen site is also expected
to serve as a hub for Architectural Coatings and Protective and Marine Coatings training activities in the Scandinavian region.

PETER BOELSMAND, PRODUCT
& TRAININGS MANAGER FOR
SCANDINAVIA, EXPLAINS THE
BENEFITS OF PPG REFINISH
PRODUCTS TO GUESTS AT THE
OPENING OF THE NORDIC TRAINING
CENTER IN COPENHAGEN, DENMARK.
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DOUBLE AWARDS SUCCESS IN SOUTH AFRICA

DOUBLE AWARDS
SUCCESS IN
SOUTH AFRICA
We would like to congratulate our South
African team on their success at the latest South Africa Motor Body Repairer’s
Association (SAMBRA) Awards where
PPG scooped the accolades for Best
Product Support and Best Training in
the Paint Supplier category.
The awards ceremony, which was held
in Johannesburg, honoured top vehicle
insurers and OEMs, as well as paint and
equipment suppliers for their contribution to the sustainability of motor body
repairs in South Africa.
SAMBRA represents a large majority
of motor body repairers in the country,
and focuses heavily on creating and
maintaining industry sustainability and
development.

“The SAMBRA Survey which precedes
these awards has been conducted annually since 2011 in an effort to gauge
the business relationship between the
insurance and motor repair industry,”
said Eddie Martin, SAMBRA’s national
director.

staff, payment speed, customer service,
green practices, training programmes,
product support and more.

This survey, and its outcome, has become an important yardstick against
which all industry partners evaluate
themselves and the services they proLast year the survey was extended to vide to bodyshops and, ultimately, the
also include OEMs and suppliers, as consumer.
they make a vital contribution to the motor body repair industry. The survey is in- Well done to the PPG
dependently managed and audited, and
South African team!
targets SAMBRA members nationwide
to rate insurers, OEMs and suppliers on
a number of factors including fair business practices, relationship satisfaction,
quality of vehicle damage assessment
and repairers’ interaction with claims

“The SAMBRA Survey
which precedes these
awards has been
conducted annually
since 2011 in an effort
to gauge the business
relationship between
the insurance and
motor repair industry.”
EDDIE MARTIN,
Sambra’s national director

Earl Hill, National Training and
Technical Manager for South Africa,
receiving the two awards on behalf
of PPG.

D8740 - Plastic Primer Additive
Make bumper repairs faster, simpler, better.
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CONNECTING INNOVATION

CONNECTING
INNOVATION
“Connected to innovation: businesses and customers” was the theme of
the third MVP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS®
Ibérica meeting and networking event
which was staged at the Spanish Football Federation headquarters in Madrid.

ghout Spain & Portugal. Their goal? To
discuss the challenges facing the automotive repair industry and how to solve
them through innovation and collaborative working.

Following a welcome note from PPG
The event brought together over 200 Ibérica MVP Business Solutions Manabodyshop professionals from throu- ger, Beatriz Santamaría, the day’s pre-

“We talk about tools
for measuring and improving
cycle times and KPI’s
of pull production models
instead of push”
BEATRIZ SANTAMARÍA,
PPG Ibérica MVP Business Solutions Manager

CONNECTING NNOVATION

sentations got underway. First up was
Fernando López, Country Manager of
market research company, Spain GiPA,
who explained the current turning point
of the aftersales market due to the polarization of the automobile fleet and
the influence of new brands.
Next, Ignacio Juárez, Director of Cesvimap, a MAPFRE experimentation and
road safety centre, spoke about the
implications of car automation, where
telematics and ADAS (Advance Driver
Assistance Systems) played a key role.
PPG Ibérica OEM Colour Group Manager, Juan Carlos Fernández Bécares,
then highlighted the new and emerging
automotive colour trends and pigment
generation technology that are bringing
life and colour to upcoming car models.
Before lunch, professor and professional trainer, Victor Küppers, delighted
guests with his speech “Live with en-

thusiasm,” which provided a lively end from the Lean Six Sigma Methodoloto the first half of the conference.
gy which involves doing more with less
and also relies on a collaborative team
More interesting presentations from effort to improve performance.
the PPG team followed in the afternoon.
Juan Navarro, EMEA Business Solu- Ildefonso Jiménez, PPG Ibérica MVP
tions & Branding Director, led a discus- Business Solutions Trainer, said: “It is
sion about “MVP EMEA: International important to think how we manage time
Perspective”. He paraphrased Benja- in the bodyshop to keep what adds value
min Franklin, encouraging the atten- to customers and our business”.
dees to move forward because: “if time
is the most precious, the loss of time is To round off the day’s presentations, Rithe biggest waste.”
cardo Oliveira, WorldShopper and Jotoliveira Founder, explored the big possiAfterwards, Bea Santamaria and Ilde- bilities of the digital era for automobile
fonso Jiménez talked about the value of companies.
time in the bodyshop and the tools that
the MVP Business Solutions team uses We would like to thank everyone who
to measure and improve productivity. attended for your participation in this
“We talk about tools for measuring and event and look forward to exchanging
improving cycle times and KPI’s of pull more ideas at our next MVP Business
production models instead of push,” ad- Solutions Ibérica meeting.
ded Beatriz Santamaría, MVP Business
Solutions Manager, drawing inspiration

THEIR GOAL? TO DISCUSS THE CHALLENGES
FACING THE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR INDUSTRY AND
HOW TO SOLVE THEM THROUGH INNOVATION
AND COLLABORATIVE WORKING
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CARS OF ELEGANCE

CARS OF
ELEGANCE
Every year, the world’s finest classic
cars and motorcycles are brought together for Italy’s Concorso d’Eleganza
Villa d’Este. Amongst the showstoppers at last year’s event was a lovingly restored 1955 Fiat 8V Zagato
Berlinetta for which PPG had created
a bespoke finish inspired by the car’s
original colour.
The Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este
has long been a highlight on the luxury
calendar. Dating back to the heyday of
aristocratic cars, the first event was
held in 1929, the year BMW car production began.

To celebrate this historic connection,
the BMW Group has organised the
Concorso, jointly with the Grand Hotel
Villa d’Este since 2005. The grandeur
of the 19th century villa hotel with its
stunning grounds and breathtaking
views of Lake Como provides the perfect setting for visitors to marvel in the
glitz and glamour of vintage cars built
between the 1920s and 1980s.

perts, led by Italian car designer Lorenzo
Ramaciotti, judge them to select the Best
of Show prize, the BMW Group Trophy.

A prize awarded to the best contemporary Concept Car, decided by public
vote, was also introduced in 2002. This
trophy creates a link between the glorious past and the exciting future of the
automobile, whilst reflecting the roots
of the original Concorso when designers and automobile companies unCELEBRATING THE PAST, PRESENT
veiled their latest models to the public.
AND FUTURE
Around 10 to 12 concept cars and prototypes are showcased, some of them
The cars are organised into different making their world debut during their
categories and an exclusive panel of ex- days at Lake Como.

CARS OF ELEGANCE

“
FINDING THE EX ACT
COLOUR WAS KEY TO
ACHIEVING THE MOST
AUTHENTIC FINISH
“
BOLDNESS THAT MAKES
A DIFFERENCE
PPG was honoured to contribute to
the restoration of a 1955 Fiat 8V Zagato Berlinetta, which won first prize
in the E-Class: “Boldness that makes
a difference – Design beyond the limits” category at the latest Concorso
d’Eleganza Villa d’Este.

great sporting success in its category.
Its success at last year’s Concorso was
due in part to the faithful reproduction
of the original colour of the car, found
during the re-styling. For the occasion,
the PPG Color Lab in Lainate, Milan reproduced a silver grey metallic colour
with green hues, inspired by the original 1955 finish.

The full restoration of the car, carried
The Italian-made sport sedan, de- out by Milan-based workshop, Scudesigned for “gentlemen drivers” and ria Salami Ltd, took two years of hard
put into production in 1952, has been a work and thousands of hours to com-

plete. Experienced restorers, some
of who had worked as mechanics and
body repairers on the same model
when new, helped to achieve a correct
realisation in every detail.
Finding the exact colour match was key
to achieving the most authentic finish.
PPG’s efforts and commitment to this
process has been rewarded as the tint
formulation we created for this award
winning 1955 vehicle has also been selected for the styling of one of the next
modern prototypes of Zagato design.
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RAPID PERFORMANCE, BETTER RESULTS

RAPID
PERFORMANCE,
BETTER RESULTS
2016 marked the launch of the revolutionary PPG Rapid Performance
Clearcoat D8175, which in only 5 minutes at 60ªC achieves a flawless, mirror-like finish. Easy application and
flexible drying options allow bodyshops
to increase workflow and save energy.
Through extensive research and development, PPG technicians have discovered a unique formula that is not only
faster than other fast drying clearcoats,
but also performs better. Tests comparing D8175 to other fast clearcoats on the
market have confirmed that no other
product dries faster.
Simple package, Maximum flexibility:
D8175 uses a dedicated Hardener and
two Thinners to ensure the optimum application in all temperatures. The oven
can be turned down to 40ºC and D8175
will still dry within 20 minutes. It will
also air dry without being affected by the
humidity of the workshop.

RAPID PERFORMANCE, BETTER RESULTS

DO YOU WANT...
More profitability
and energy savings?
Easier application
and perfect finish?

Flexibility, 1 product
to do it all?

FASTER
Less bake time means bodyshops work
faster. You can process a higher volume
of repairs and benefit from significant
energy savings.
HARDER
Outstanding hardening and polish-ability
properties provide an easy and productive process. This helps you saving even
more precious time whilst giving you
maximum satisfaction during the repair.
BETTER
The excellent flow characteristics makes
the application easier than ever with
virtually no polishing needed. You can
achieve a flawless, mirror-like perfect
finish with our waterwhite clean colour
D8175.
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PPG: OUR BRAND
EVOLUTION

PPG: OUR BRAND EVOLUTION

You may have noticed that the way PPG
looks and the way we talk about ourselves is changing. These are the results
of our updated corporate brand strategy, currently being rolled out worldwide to enhance the way we communicate
with our customers and to build deeper
connections with the people who use
our products and services.
PPG has unveiled an update to its corporate brand, which reflects the transformation that has occurred in the
company’s identity and portfolio since
its inception in 1883.
Over the last decade, PPG has significantly evolved and grown its global
footprint, and our corporate brand is
continuously evolving to reflect who we
are today and where we are headed for
the future.
At the heart of our new brand strategy
is our vision and values, which we have
also redefined to reflect who we are
as a company today and where we’re
headed in the future.
OUR VISION: to be the world’s leading Coatings Company by consistently
delivering high quality, innovative and
sustainable solutions that our customers trust to protect and beautify their
products and surroundings.

protect and beautify the world”, which
ties together the range of the company’s products and services and succinctly communicates what it is we do
every day.
Other changes include a slightly updated, more modern logo as well as more
vibrant visuals (colour, images, typography). Our aim is to use a recognizable
PPG corporate brand which makes it
easier to understand our full breadth
of products and services and how they
are connected.
BRINGING OUR NEW BRAND TO LIFE
To support this corporate brand evolution, we have launched an integrated
global marketing campaign. The new
campaign is people-centric and diverse. Its creative content celebrates
our technology breakthroughs, explaining them in a consumer-friendly
way, and highlighting the positive impact we have on people, communities
and customers. It appears through advertisements in trade media and social
media.

PPG rebranding reflects evolution. If you
have any question regarding this initiative please contact our EMEA Communications and Branding Manager Patricia
Phountoucos at phountoucos@ppg.com

One of the changes introduced by the
initiative is a new tagline—“PPG: We
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PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

PARTNERING
FOR SUCCESS
The work of PPG’s Business Devel- • Actively supporting PPG bodyshops
opment Management team (BDM)
through various initiatives such as
is aimed at empowering our repair
CERTIFIED FIRST® in Spain and Italy,
customers to win more business, inthe delivery of value-added training
crease productivity and become more
in France and Germany and assisting
profitable.
our customers with the implementation of state-of-the-art equipment.
We formed our BDM team almost
six years ago to support our global • PPG’s support helps to guarantee
bodyshop network. Its success in Euthe highest quality finish for every
rope is driven by an experienced team
repair – resulting in increased driver
whose members have been instrumensatisfaction, loyalty and repeat busital in forming a number of strategic
ness.
partnerships with major work providers throughout EMEA, including car • More than 650 bodyshops in Europe
manufacturers, fleet operators and inconverted to PPG Refinish products
surance companies. Key achievements
and colour matching tools as a result
include:
of the extra value and support we
provide.
• 13 commercial agreements with
major work providers including the
likes of Honda Motor Europe, Kia Mo- CONQUERING THE WORLD
tor Europe, Innovation Group, Lease
Plan and GM Europe – steering a Our ultimate mission is to make PPG
further 750,000 repairs into PPG the preferred Refinish paint partner
bodyshops over the next three years. of major work providers all over the
world. A Global PPG BDM team will be
• Successful tenders with Mercedes, appointed this year to drive forward a
Porsche Holding and Renault who five-year Global Executive Strategy, in
have approved PPG products for the which we have outlined the following
repair of their vehicles – generating goals:
even more work for PPG bodyshops.

Our ultimate mission is
to make PPG the preferred
Refinish paint partner of
major work providers
all over the world.

• Secure and grow business with all
existing major work providers, including car manufacturers, insurance companies, networks and fleet
companies.
• Win new strategic tenders with key
partners, reinforcing our growing
network as the go-to bodyshops for
the highest quality repairs in the industry.
• Deliver value-added solutions to
work providers, positioning the PPG
service offer as unique and guaranteeing sustainable and profitable growth
for all PPG customers and partners
hand in hand collaboration with MVP
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS® team.
• Exploit all new commercial approvals and agreements with work
major providers to deliver tangible
and significant incremental results.
A process-driven approach supported by state-of-the art IT Tools
and reporting suites, involving all
key stakeholders (local BDMs, Sales
Team and Distributors, etc.) will be
implemented.
PPG FRANCE WINS
Covéa PARTNERSHIP
As an illustration of this PPG BDM winning strategy, with 10,5 million customers demanding 630.000 repairs per
year (equating to 24% market share),
Covéa is by far the largest insurance
company in France managing 4.200
bodyshops, including 1.800 level one
bodyshops.
Covéa recognised the commitment and
efficiency of our French team and their
choice testaments the continuing success of PPG’s strategic approach and
value-added service.

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

“
PPG REFINISH PRODUCTS AND
TOOLS WILL NOW BE USED
TO REPAIR VEHICLES IN THE
THOUSANDS OF Covéa APPROVED
COLLISION CENTRES LOCATED
THROUGHOUT THE REGION.
“
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IBERPLANCHA FIRST
TO IMPLEMENT X-RAY
REPAIR PLANNING
Iberplancha in Sant Just Desvern,
Spain, has become the first bodyshop
to implement the X-Ray Repair Planning process developed by PPG MVP
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS®.

Enric first called on the support of
our MVP Business Solutions team for
advice on improving the Iberplancha
service even further and increasing repair capacity. After completing an initial learning module on Lean Manager
Enric Martín, manager and owner of Training, Enric signed up for our Rapid
Iberplancha believes that constant in- Improvement Workshop.
novation along with putting the customer first is key to maintaining a com- The RIW workshop began with four
petitive advantage.
days of intense training on Lean Six
Sigma Methodology. Following this, loIberplancha’s commitment to going cal MVP consultants delivered on-thethe extra mile is demonstrated by the
range of additional services it offers to
its customers including its premium
car collection and substitution service, which operates throughout the
Barcelona’s metropolitan area. The
bodyshop also offer customers convenient digital quotations, accurate loss
adjustment surveys and clean every
car they repair.

shop-floor training to guide Enric and
his employees through the implementation of X-Ray Repair Planning.
X-Ray is a key front-end process for
creating continuous repair flow through
a collision repair centre. It helps
bodyshops to identify ways of working
more efficiently by eliminating day-today obstacles and unnecessary delays.
It is estimated that the improvements
resulting from the X-Ray Repair Plan-

IBERPLANCHA FIRST TO IMPLEMENT X-RAY REPAIR PLANNING

ning approach will enable Iberplancha
to take on an additional 1000 repairs
per year.
The next steps will be to standardize
business financial management with
some of the services and tools that
PPG group offers, including:

X-RAY IS A KEY
FRONT-END PROCESS
FOR CREATING
CONTINUOUS REPAIR
FLOW THROUGH A
COLLISION REPAIR
CENTRE

· Benchmark report: in order to
identify further improvement possibilities in bodyshop profitability.
· Value Stream Map: to determine
cycle time for each repair and identify the different stages of the process
and the most critical bottlenecks.
· White belt training: to all Iberplancha employees in which a workshop
for implementation of 5S will also
take place.
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Make it happen. With PPG
Make it happen. With PPG

The fast, convenient way to access colour
information about your customer’s vehicle.

TURNING DREAMS INTO REALITY

TURNING DREAMS
INTO REALITY
This is the motto of Turkish manufacturer and PPG partner, Erduman
Automotive, which redefines the VIP
experience with luxurious private vehicles like this one…

When it came to choosing a paint partner, only the best would do and so Erduman Automotive has enlisted the products, services and technical expertise
provided by PPG’s regional Automotive
Refinish team based in Tuzla, Turkey.

Quality and attention to detail are the
hallmarks of this growing family business which designs, manufacturers
and imports custom-designed luxury
vans, minibuses and other tourism vehicles. This innovative and profitable
business is also ranked within the top100 companies in Turkey.

“We do not leave quality to chance. Our
vehicles combine practical design with
superior engineering and are produced
well beyond the standards of passenger transport in the city,” explains
Fahrettin Erduman, co-founder of the
Erduman Automotive.

A HIGHER LEVEL OF LUXURY
Characterised by their opulent interiors and high-end multimedia products,
Erduman vehicles offer passengers the
comfort of home and the convenience
of the office whilst on the move.

PPG: ENSURING A DELUXE AND DURABLE FINISH
With customers dotted around Europe,
South Africa, South Korea, the USA
and UAE, Erduman’s luxury vehicles
are used in all kinds of road conditions.
Having secured a five-year contract

with Erduman Automotive from 2016
until 2021, our Turkish team will help
to ensure a deluxe and durable exterior
paint finish is achieved and maintained
across the company’s portfolio of luxury vehicles.
“This represents a new business sector for us,” says Osman Karagül, Technical and Sales Representative for PPG
Automotive Refinish, South Marmara
region, Turkey.
“The majority of our customers handle
automotive repairs. However, Erduman
is a manufacturing company that redesigns and manufactures vehicles with
high-end accessories. This contract
expands our service capabilities and
will help broaden our customer base in
the future,” adds Karagül.
Karagül and his team worked with Erduman representatives for several months
to familiarise them with PPG’s capabilities, including our technical expertise
and an array of PPG product benefits. He
was recently awarded a Gold Certificate
of Recognition for bringing the new business to the PPG refinish site in Tuzla.

QUALITY AND
ATTENTION TO DETAIL
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SANTOGAL LOOKS
TO THE FUTURE
WITH PPG
On May 25, 1946, Fernando Espírito Santo Moniz founded what was the
origin of the Santogal Group under the
name Mocar, exclusive importer of Alfa
Romeo in Portugal. One year later, the
first Alfa Romeo dealership was inaugurated in Lisbon and, in 1948, it also
became the exclusive importer of Peugeot and Packard.
A while later, in 1967, Santomar in Lisbon
began importing Honda vehicles and the
first joint venture for importing motorcycles was established. At the beginning of
the 90s, Santogal SGPS was established
as a multi-brand automobile holding
group that today is one of the largest

multi-brand automobile groups with ac- where it now represents the brands Fetivity essentially concentrated in greater rrari, Nissan, Mercedes, Peugot, Citroen
Lisbon.
and Smart.
The Group has successively taken on
more automobile brands until reaching a
total of 24: Alfa Romeo; Audi; BMW; Chevrolet; Chrysler; Citroen; Dodge; Fiat;
Ford; Honda; Hyundai; Jeep; Kia; Mazda;
Mercedes; Mini; Mitsubishi; Opel; Peugeot; Seat; Skoda; Smart; Volkswagen;
Volvo; a line of second-hand vehicles:
National Car; two motorcycle makes:
Honda and BMW; and two recreational
vehicles (ATV): Aixam and Mega. A noteworthy milestone was the beginning of
the activity of Santogal in Madrid in 2007,

For more than 70 years, through a wide
network of franchises with various points
of sale and assistance, the Santogal
Group has ensured a high quality of service and maximum customer satisfaction
thanks to a highly specialized team. This
is why so many large makers have placed
their confidence in SANTOGAL.
The objective of Santogal is to provide the
best service, with priority on achieving a
high customer satisfaction rating.

SANTOGAL LOOKS TO THE FUTURE WITH PPG

PUTTING THE CUSTOMER FIRST
IS KEY TO MAINTAINING A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
A winner partnership
At PPG, we are proud to be able to contribute to the values of the Santogal group.
It has been 15 years since we began collaboration with its shops to achieve its
objectives, both in the final quality of the
finishes in your repairs and in the technical and operational training of your employees.

mance of repair centers and collaborating with personalized actions that allow
the new goals to be reached while, at the
same time, updating the technical capacity of the Santogal team.
A joint path toward excellence that has
been possible due to the collaboration of
the managers of the Santogal group, the
Titauto team (with Ana Paula Tomás as
person in charge), the PPG team and the
Thanks to the work of our PPG MVP BU- MVP consultants.
SINESS SOLUTIONS® continuous improvement program consultants, year after A path that represents a key moment
year we have been evaluating the perfor- now in 2017, when meticulous analysis

of the main performance parameters has
been performed: the pressure to reduce
the amount of time cars to be repaired
are in the shops; the need to reduce overall operational costs; the introduction of
new technologies on cars, and other key
factors to consider in repair work.
This is why we have designed a new road
map that will allow us to efficiently face
these challenges in the industry. We are
convinced that the best is yet to come in
this successful partnership.
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PARTNERSHIP
BUILT ON EFFICIENCY
AND VALUE
In Greece, PPG Hellas and MVP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS® are supporting
the expansion of a growing bodyshop
network operated by major insurance
company: Interamerican.
Part of the ACHMEA Group, Interamerican is one of the largest motor insurance providers in Greece and also
operates in The Netherlands, Ireland,
Slovakia, Turkey and Australia.
Until recently, Interamerican has
steered all of its local repairs to one
bodyshop in Athens. This bodyshop is
among the busiest in the region, processing around 3.500 repairs each year
and has been benefitting from PPG
products and proven MVP approach
since 2013. Interamerican has now created a new network named Car Point
and has so far approved eight independent bodyshops to provide local repairs.
“Today, this network covers six major cities, spread all over Greece, and serves 75%
of our customers. In the future, we plan to
expand the Car Point network throughout
Greece,” explains Interamerican Technical
supervisor, George Oikonomou.
PPG has been selected as the preferred
paint partner to serve the new Car Point
network with practical support also being provided by MVP Business Solutions.

ECONOMY VERSUS VALUE

STANDARDISING REPAIR
PRODUCTIVITY

“When we were invited to tender, we
were told that price would be a determining factor. However, our team opted
to put forward a proposal that was driven
by efficiency and value, rather than pricing,” says PPG Technical and Business
Solutions Manager, Antonis Samarniotis.
“This approach paid off as at the end of
the process Interamerican confirmed
that ‘PPG is not the cheapest but the
more efficient’,” he adds.
From the point of view of an insurer, it
is essential that repairs to damaged
vehicles are carried out as quickly and
cost effectively as possible. Lowering
costs is a particular priority within the
Greek automotive repair market where
currently around 97% of cars are only
covered by third party insurance. As a
further impact of the financial situation
in Greece, there are also more than
1.000.000 uninsured cars in circulation.
“Recession has led the market backwards with the single biggest concern
being to reduce costs. Insuranceowned workshops are practically nonexistent with the current financial situation holding investment back. The Car
Point approach is an exception and one
that I believe will be followed by other
large industry players in the future,”
explains Oikonomou.

The products, training and expert advice provided by PPG Hellas and MVP
Business Solutions has helped George
Oikonomou and his team to reduce
costs by streamlining the refinish process and increasing productivity.
“I never thought a paint company could
make my life easier until Mr. Samarniotis and PPG jumped into my business,”
says Oikonomou, who has worked in the
automotive industry for over 32 years.
The standardised processes PPG has
helped Mr Oikonomou to implement
have not only led to greater efficiency
but also to consistently high quality repairs and customer satisfaction
throughout the Car Point network.

MVP Business Solutions are offered exclusively to collision repair businesses
that use PPG Refinish products. Since
the origin of MVP, PPG has continued
its commitment to providing collision
repair customers with training, tools
and services needed to gain and sustain a competitive advantage. For more
information, please visit www.ppgmvp.
com or speak to your local PPG team.

“I never thought a paint company could
make my life easier until Mr Samarniotis
and PPG jumped into my business.”
MR. OIKONOMOU

PARTNERSHIP BUILT ON EFFICIENCY AND VALUE

“
INTERAMERICAN, ONE
OF THE LARGEST MOTOR
INSURANCE PROVIDERS
IN GREECE, SELECTED
PPG AS PREFERRED
PAINT PARTNER
“
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MAXIMIZE YOUR
OPERATIONAL CAPACITY:

DOORS OPEN
TO DOORS OPEN

PPG MVP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS®
helps bodyshops to increase and replicate daily refinish throughput with
an approach aimed at reducing spray
booth changeover times.
Our MVP Business Solutions team develops and delivers the most comprehensive series of training, tools and
services for collision repair professionals. MVP Paint Shop Throughput
is a training programme dedicated to
increasing capacity in the paint repair
area by utilising Lean Manufacturing
methodology for quick changeover.

from processing one product to another in order to keep capital expense as
low as possible. Every minute saves
becomes additional capacity, making
the machine or process more productive and profitable.
Quick changeover, sometimes referred
to as setup reduction, is a systematic
approach to eliminate or reduce nonvalue added activities and time in the
set-up or tear down of any processes
within production, allowing companies
to more quickly and efficiently move
from one product to another.

Changeover in manufacturing is de- MVP Paint Shop Throughput applies this
fined as the act of converting a machine to the collision paint repair process,

MVP TRAINING
COURSE DESIGNED
TO FOCUS ON
CREATING
CAPACITY IN THE
PAINT REPAIR
AREA

MAXIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONAL CAPACITY: DOORS OPEN TO
ECALL
DOORS
SYSTEM
OPEN

more specifically to the spray booth,
where the changeover is the act of converting the booth from one car to another. When the booth doors are open to
move one vehicle out and move the next
vehicle in, it cannot be used to spray and
is not making the shop any money.
The spray booth is an expensive and
highly valuable piece of equipment and
is to be used exclusively for spray, flash
and bake. If misused, the booth can become a process constraint that limits
the effectiveness of the entire collision
repair system.
The spray booth should therefore be
regarded as a limited resource that
must be maximised in order to achieve
maximum throughput in revenue:
doors open to doors open.
MAXIMISING QUALITY, SPEED
AND COST PERFORMANCE
The MVP Paint Shop Throughput programme centres on the following
four-step approach for achieving quick
changeover:

ELIMINATE: we teach what types of
waste are and how to identify them in
the refinish process.
EXTERNALISE: we audit and evaluate
all of the tasks that are currently being performed within the spray booth
cycle.
SIMPLIFY: we focus on making those
tasks that cannot be eliminated as efficient as possible.
STANDARDISE: we teach a method for
obtaining consistent and predictable
results, time and time again.
While MVP Paint Shop Throughput
courses focus on the refinish area,
these principles can also be applied
to other areas within collision repair
where better transition and utilisation
of equipment and assets is desirable.
For more information or to register for a MVP Paint Shop Throughput
training programme, please contact
your local PPG Sales Manager or MVP
Business Solutions Manager.
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BUILDING HAPPIER BODYSHOPS

BUILDING
HAPPIER
BODYSHOPS
A recent PPG survey revealed that
bodyshop managers around the world
are concerned that Refinish is not as
attractive as other professions, and the
ripple effect this is having on attracting
and retaining employees.

isfaction to be had in working in this extremely skilled area.

Despite this, some have told us that the
industry is not appealing to young professionals, that children are choosing
not to follow the family career path and
Although automotive repair might not that all this is impacting on the pride
always be as glamorous as working with and motivation of those currently workshiny brand new cars, there is great sat- ing in Refinish.

WE HAVE IDENTIFIED 5 KEY
FACTORS THAT AFFECT
EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

social

identity

salary

challenge

territory

BUILDING HAPPIER BODYSHOPS

MEASURING JOB SATISFACTION
PPG MVP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS® team
offers a service called ESI (Employees
Satisfaction Index). This is a barometer for
measuring your company’s working environment and how happy, valued and motivated employees feel in their daily work.
We have identified 5 key factors that affect employee satisfaction:
1. Social
• Employee status and your rating of
their job.
• Relationships with managers and
other employees.
• Opportunities within the company.
• Influence on company decisions.
• Being informed about future plans.
• Employer showing they care about
their workers.
2. Identity
• Your company’s image and reputation.
• Respecting employees and customers
from other cultures.
• Respecting individual ideas and beliefs.

3. Salary
• Financial security of company and job
stability.
• Extra benefits and perks.
4. Challenge
• Level of responsibility held
by employees.
• Level of satisfaction with the
work they do.
• Incentives and rewards.
• Personal development/training opportunities.
• Doing work that is stimulating.
• Having the capability to initiate projects.
5. Territory
• Workplace conditions.
• Equipment and tools provided.
• Personal tools and equipment are
respected.
• Company and workers respect their
workplace.
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